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Hello...
We are Rap Interiors. 
Delivering fantastic Interior Design, 
Refurbishment, Fit Out, Relocation & 
Space Planning Solutions for UK 
businesses since 1988!
Experts in on-trend fit outs for offices, 
schools, care homes and more across 
all markets.
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Introduction To Rap Interiors 
We established RAP Office Contracts in 1988 and have been delivering a ‘hands-on’ personal  
experience since then to all our clients, ensuring that every project runs smoothly from concept 
to completion through constant dialogue, collaborating with the entire team, and providing advice 
every step of the way. 

Rap Interiors was recently formed as a result of repeated requests from clients and 
professionals to compliment our amazing interior design approach with furniture supply and 
fit-out, to offer the ultimate turnkey solution. 

“We work to achieve whole life value for every client with the lowest whole life cost - for every 
project.”  

Our clients enjoy 1-2-1 focussed attention, with a single point of contact throughout the project; 
taking comfort in the knowledge that their contact has behind them the experienced and 
committed resource of the entire Rap Team. 

From our offices in Kent, Brighton, Croydon and London, we design, supply, install, and hand over, 
stunning interiors across the UK. 

As a successful family business with over 28 years’ experience, we consistently demonstrate  
commitment to our clients, their professional teams, every project we start and finish, and –
equally as important – our commitment to the development of the people that together form 
the Rap Team, who we consider to be diamonds in this industry. 
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What We Do @ Rap 
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Our Main Services Includes: 

Our Additional Services Includes: 
- Acoustics
- Air Conditioning & Ventilation
- Alarm Systems & CCTV
- Asbestos Surveys & Removal 
- Audio Visual
- Builders Works
- Carpentry & Joinery
- Commercial Electrics
- Decorations
- Demolition
- Dry Lining & Plastering
- Flooring
- General & Emergency Lighting
- Glazing
- Manifestation

- Mechanical & Electrical
- Mezzanine Flooring
- Moveable Walls
- Partitions & Screens
- Plumbing
- Power & Data
- Property Services & Maintenance
- Roofing
- Shelving & Racking
- Signage
- Steelwork
- Storage
- Suspended Ceilings
- Tiling
- Whiterock 

Design | Space Planning | Fit Out | Refurbishment | Relocation | Furniture



Offices...
From our award winning space 
planning to full fit out services, we’re 
experts in transforming your office from 
drab to fab!

We love the variety of our work and nothing makes us 
happier than working with clients of different shapes 
and sizes! 
Here you’ll find a selection of the companies we’ve 
worked with.
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Before 
Winner 

CXK, ASHFORD MAGISTRATES COURT  
ASHFORD
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After 

“Amazing workspace optimisation allowing us to maximise sub let opportunities” - CXK CEO



Before LIBERTY PROPERTY TRUST 
KINGS HILL
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After 

“Refit of WW2 Control Tower to amazing specification” - Derek Lloyd, Associate Director



Before FAMILY MOSAIC 
LONDON

15 “Amongst the lumps of coal in the construction contractor industry, Rap are a true diamond” - Tina Alderman, FM



After 

“Amongst the lumps of coal in the construction contractor industry, Rap are a true diamond” - Tina Alderman, FM



Before BOSE 
KENT
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After 

“Fantastic design and superb project management for 15,000 sq ft merging 2 offices” - BOSE MD 



Before COMMERCIAL SERVICES 
KENT

19 “A truly dependable contractor who understood our goal was to improve energy efficiency during the fit out” - Alan Horton, FM 



After 

“A truly dependable contractor who understood our goal was to improve energy efficiency during the fit out” - Alan Horton, FM 



Before DIVERSIFIED 
BRIGHTON
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After 

“Rap truly embraced our colourful Brighton requirements”  - Hazel, HR



Before TRANSGLOBAL 
SEVENOAKS
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After 

“Rap consistently to our ideas to ensure we remained within budget” - Sarah Willingham, FM



Before TECHNIMOVE 
CROYDON
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After 

“Good advise, High standards and rescued me from a failed contractor” - Ochea ,MD



Before SOUND ENERGY PLC 
SEVENOAKS
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After 

“Helped us see the vision to expand our business into Sevenoaks” - James, MD



Before BELLWAY 
KINGS HILL
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After 

“Fast delivery, superb standards” - Karen, MD



Before WHITEHEAD MONCKTON 
TENTERDEN

31
“Having inspired us for our first office transformation we have continued to use Rap for further office works, Brilliant”  

- Stephen Beck, Partner 



After 

“Having inspired us for our first office transformation we have continued to use Rap for further office works, Brilliant”  
- Stephen Beck, Partner 



Before GLOBETECH 
BRIGHTON
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After 

“Trustworthy, trendy and on time. Just what we needed” - Alex, Director



Before INVOLVE - MAIDSTONE TOWN HALL 
KENT
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After 

“Working within listed building restrictions Rap transformed our office to amazing!” - Liz, Fundraiser 



After 

LINKEDIN 
LONDON



After 

MITSUBISHI 
LONDON



After 

02  
LONDON



After 

AEG LIVE 
LONDON
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“Family Mosaic work with Rap Interiors and what we appreciate the most about the way they work is 
the understanding they have of housing associations needs. They understand that the small jobs are 
just as important as the larger projects and most of all they show respect to the Family Mosaic staff 
they work with. It is a pleasure working with all the team at Rap Interiors.” 
Family Mosaic - London

“We chose Rap because of their excellent reputation in the marketplace and having seen examples of 
their previous work we had a great deal of confidence that we would get something quite special.

Working with Rap was a real pleasure nothing was too much trouble and each stage of the project 
was clearly explained as was what the next step would be and what decisions would need to be made 
and by when. This was the first time CXK had undertaken a project of this size and type and we were 
pleased to have Rap on board.

Our new offices are universally liked by both our staff and our visitors, it has made such a difference to 
the working environment creating the right professional image we want our customer and partners to 
have, additionally the building  has enabled  us to attract additional revenue to support our work 
We have also gained new partnerships as an unintended but welcome outcome.” 
CXK - Ashford

“We LOVE our new office space! Rap provided amazing design and visuals which helped us make 
informed choices for our funky new office.” 
Diversified Communications - Brighton 

Our Client Testimonials 
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“I am very grateful for the creative office ideas Rap presented to me at our initial meeting. I appreciate that 
some ideas changed as the work progressed, but you continued to listen to all ideas, large and small, and 
worked hard to keep within our budget. I was particularly pleased with the layouts and how we have managed 
to utilise the space to its full capacity, including options for kitchens and breakout areas.

The project was managed by your friendly responsive team, anyone of whom I knew I could call upon for help 
at any time knowing that they would assist immediately wherever possible.

Not only does our new office reflect our brand and corporate image, the open plan design allows for improved  
communication, cooperation and collaboration between teams and delivers a modern safe place for us to 
work with excellent technical performance.

Thank you again to the team for all your hard work and professionalism.” 
Anderson Rowntree - Chichester

“This has been an amazing transformation of space that fits exactly with our growing company’s needs. It’s 
exciting for our clients to come and visit us to see all the other services we actually offer. 

The amount of timing we have saved, moving here has been fantastic. We have a business asset that has 
allowed us to sub-let. The Design team at Rap are fun and responsive to work with. Rap has been a joy to 
engage with on this project and we would have no hesitation in recommending them”.
MHA MacIntyre Hudson - Maidstone

“We wanted our new offices to have the ‘Wow’ factor and are extremely pleased that with the help of Rap 
we have been able to achieve just that.
Throughout the entire process from design and layout, to fitting and snagging the team at Rap were a real 
pleasure to deal with. Their experience, professionalism and calmness under pressure shone through and I 
would strongly recommend them to anyone in a similar position.”
Whitehead Monckton - Tenterden



“We were delighted with the many different creative office ideas Rap presented to us at our initial meeting 
with them. They continued to listen to our ideas and worked hard to keep within our budget.

The project was managed by a friendly responsive team, anyone of which I knew I could always call upon for 
help at any time. Not only does our new office reflect our brand and corporate image, the open plan design 
allows for improved communication, co-operation and collaboration between teams and delivers a modern 
safe place for us to work with excellent technical performance!”
TransGlobal - Sevenoaks

“From the conception to the completion of the project Rap were consummately professional: Immediate 
rectifying any mistakes that occurred. All staff were friendly and approachable. Throughout the project they 
gave us enough creatively control whilst also offering their valued professional opinion.
The result of this is a clean, professional and functional office and public space. The outcome is, on a personal 
note a revelation. 
In a clean, distraction free office space I find it much easier to focus and get more done.”
Involve - Maidstone

“Rap exceeded expectation in many ways and their proactive approach to project management ensured that 
costs were well controlled and that sensible, cost effective solutions were found to the numerous problems 
encountered with the existing structure and fabric of the building during the course of the works.
Rap’s approach. flexibility and experience all added value for Commercial Services as did their advice on 
Enhanced Capital Allowances for plant and equipment installed within the building. Their build team were 
helpful and accommodating and pleasant to work with.“
Commercial Services - Kings Hill 

“From what initially was a daunting project, evolved into an enjoyable experience as we knew we were in good 
hands from day one. Our office move was a very special occasion in the company’s history and Rap have 
created an amazing space which combines a professional yet vibrant atmosphere.” 
Globetec - Brighton
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The Social...
Want to keep up to date with the latest 
news and trends from Rap? 
Then follow us on Social Media!

Facebook: Rap Interiors
Twitter: @Rap_Interiors
LinkedIn: Rap Interiors
 

Google+: Rap Interiors
Pinterest: Rap Interiors
YouTube: Rap Interiors
 



Rap Interiors Ltd 
6 Orchard Industrial Estate 
Christen Way 
Maidstone 
Kent  
ME15 9YE 

Tel: 0333 600 1234  
Fax: 01622 663131 

 
Email: refurb@rapinteriors.co.uk 

www.rapinteriors.co.uk

DESIGN . FIT OUT . REFURBISHMENT . DILAPS . FURNITURE


